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Tracklist
A1 Paraworld

8:26

A2 Aletheia

7:33

B1 Dreams Of Jupiter 2:07
B2 Blue Smoke

6:24

Companies, etc.
Distributed By – Rubadub
Mastered At – Hardgroove Mastering

Credits
Mastered By – Paul Mac
Producer – Adam Feingold

Notes
Side A: 33 1/3 RPM
Side B: 45 RPM

Comments about Paraworld - Ex-Terrestrial
Era
Paul Mac was a deeply good choice for mastering here.
Mezilabar
When I heard about the repress I was a bit mad at myself, I spent a good CAD$60 on this original
copy version before I knew. But when it came in the mail I completely realized that it didn't matter;
this EP is 100% worth it. Easily one of my top 10 favourite records of all time, up there with classics
like OK Computer and Siamese Dream. I never thought something so insanely brilliant and sonically
deep would come out of literally fucking nowhere. Thank god for 1080p. I'd rate higher than 10/10 if
I could.
Cenneel
any plans to repress this one? Aletheia is ridiculously brilliant and probably the most overlooked on
the ep, my favourite of the four tracks by far
Mave
Any news on the repress yet? :) word word word
Rishason
Dunno how I missed this one. Just listened for the first time and I agree, Alethieia is easily my
favourite cut. Glad to see there's a repress in the works!
sobolica
Repress is getting pushed back a bit, should be available in the next couple of months. Apologies for
the delay !
Dangerous
You never know if the repress will really happen, or if the sound quality will be the same, etc.
Goldendragon
Fuck, I literally just dropped $61 on this. Why didn't I read before buying
Yozshugore
sunnyb This will be repressed on Temple Records late 2017/early 2018. This is the best news of the
year. ≈ thank ≈
Goodman

Thank you, this news made me so happy! Love aletheia and the title track, so relaxing :)
Gaua
This will be repressed on Temple Records late 2017/early 2018.
Gadar
Only "Blue Smoke" is really great on this EP. That track could be played by Kruder & Dorfmeister or
Patrick Forge. It's very pretty, but speaking of an "immeasurable and multifaceted depth" is a bit
exagerated.The other tracks are not bad, they use nice sounds and are reminiscent of UK deep
electro. But the melodies are a bit simple and don't stick in your mind.Get it for "Blue Smoke"
though, if you see it.
Fountain_tenderness
blue smoke is brilliant but aletheia is even better imo
Justie
Slept on this one and only have myself to blame. Hopefully 1080p make this available again, as blue
smoke really is an incredible slice of music - it has an immeasurable and multifaceted depth to it, the
likes of which I haven't heard from this label since the lnrdcroy tape. Buy this if you see it.
Zovaithug
This is something special right here. Ridiculously good ambient vibes. One of, if not THE best 1080p
12" yet. If i could rate it higher, I would.
Priotian
Blue smoke is an incredible, hypnotic cut... the most soothing of breaks - one of my favourite records
of the year so far
adventure time
Serious SAW I and II vibes sunk into this one. Pairs well with Planet Earth II trailer.
Tebei
Blue Smoke is ridiculous.Blue Smoke is ridiculous.Blue Smoke is ridiculous.
blodrayne
Too true. Too true. Too true. Too true. Too true.
Dodo
up there with lnrdcry as one of the best 1080p releases yet
Mot
these cuts are full of rhythm and ambience... love it. must have.
Fearlesshunter
This is a really great record. The music is inspired by the music of Terre Thaemlitz. Deep and
atmospheric stuff.
Gabar

where did you get the idea it's inspired by Terre? More early things come to mind?
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